Introduction
Consider a supercritical branching random walk in R 1 with an offspring distribution Pk which has ~ k p k =m < oo and assume that the displacements of the offspring from the parent are independent and have a distribution F. Let L, be the position of the right most particle alive at time n and set L n = -oo if the nth generation is empty. In this paper we will prove a limit theorem for L n under the assumption that there is a slowly varying function K so that
1-F(x)~x-qL(x) as x-~ and log(-x)F(x)~O
as x-~ -oo.
To describe these results we need to introduce some notation. By a result of Seneta and Heyde (see Athreya and Ney (1972) , p. 30) we can pick a sequence c-~oo so that ZJcn-*W where P(W=O)=P(Z~-,O). Since c~--,oo and 1-F(x)~x-qK(x) as x--~oo we can pick a n so that c~ (1-F(a~) [3] for some related results). He has shown that if the conditions of Bahadur and Rao (1960) are satisfied and F assigns a probability less than 1/m to sup{x: F(x)<l} then there is a sequence of constants b n ~ c n so that L n -b. is tight.
To see why our results are different from Bramson's consider M. the maximum displacement experienced by a particle which has offspring alive at time n. When 1-F(x)~x-qK(x) we have that
so the position of the rightmost particle is determined by the largest displacement. On the other hand if we have a bounded distribution (which is one of the possibilities in Bramson's theorem) then the rightmost particle gets to its location by a sequence of small jumps.
Section 2
In this section we will prove Theorem 1. The proof will be accomplished in four steps: 2. Let Xi, j 1 <= i,j < o~ be a collection of independent and identically distributed random variables with distribution F, which are defined so that Xn, a,'",Xn,z, were the steps taken by the Z. offspring in the nth generation. Let M. = max {Xi,j, 1 < i < n, 1 <j < Zi, particle j has an offspring alive at time 
i=n-N j=0
To estimate the remainder we observe that from the proof of Seneta's result (see [1] , p. 30) c.+jc.Tm and c2/q>l so
Letting N~ oo now shows We want to show that P(L.>anX , M,<an(X-e))~O. To do this we need to introduce the truncated distribution function. Let Fr(x)=F(x)/x F(y) and let Fn y be the nth convolution of F r. It is easy to see that if S n is a random walk which takes steps with distribution F then
FY.(x)=P(S.<x, sup Sj-Sj_I <y ) l<j<n
and F~"<x-~)(a,x) is the probability a given particle in the nth generation is in (-oo, a,x] and all its ancestors took steps of size <a~(x-~). From this it follows that
E(tln(a n x, OO); M n < a~(x -e)) < m"(F, ~"(~-~)(oo) -F2~(~-~)(a, x)).
To estimate the right hand side we will use the following result which was proved by Durrett (1979) , Sect. 3).
Lemma. Suppose (a) p>l, E(X~)P<o% E(Xi-)2<o% and EXI=O or (b) 0 < p < 1 E(X-~)P < c~. If x,/(nll(P ^ 2) log n) ~ oO and y, = r x n then there is a constant Kp SO that FY"( oo ) -F~"( x n) < 3 ( n K p/ yP) 1/'. for all n sufficiently large.
To apply the lemma we take p < q, x n = a. x and r =(x-e)/x. If q < 1 then p < 1 and we have
F2.~_~)(oo)_F~.,~_~)(a.x)< 3 (_ nKp _]x/x-~ \aPn(x--e) p ]
for all n sufficiently large. To apply the lemma when q > 1 we have to truncate the distribution. Let G be the distribution of X + -EX-{. It is easy to see that 
>>= Frn "( oO ) -F~"(x.).
Applying the lemma now to G gives that if 6 > 0 we have that
for all n sufficiently large. Combining this with the inequalities above shows that if q > 1, p < q, and 6 > 0 then
for all n sufficiently large. Since this result is weaker than the conclusion we have in the case q < 1, (1) also holds in that case.
To complete the proof at this point we want to show that there is a p <q and 6 > 0 so that
To do this we need an expression for a n. Now L is a slowly varying function so from Feller (1971 F(a,)) cn "
Using this inequality gives that rn n times the right hand side of (1) is
Now since e > 0 we can pick 6 > 0 and r > q > p so that p x(1 -6)/r(x -e) = p > 1.
If we do this and take logarithms we have log E(tl,(a n x, or); M, < an(x -e))
Now log(cn/c" 1)~logm and p>l so the right hand side of (2) The first term ~0 by the computation used to prove (i). The second term ~0 since a.--+ ~ exponentially rapidly.
